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About This Game

“The Lady” is an emotional 2D Surreal Puzzle Horror adventure.

The Lady is a surrealist emotional journey that takes The Lady through a series of fever dream hallucinations, while being at
odds with inner struggles of anxiety and depression. She encounters multiple versions of herself throughout the game, unsure of
which versions to trust. From the initial confusion, to all out anxiety that one would experience with panic disorder, it's all there

for you to explore first hand through the eyes of The Lady.

The Gameplay Mechanics are inspired by classic SNES and Turbo Grafx16 type games. The gameplay difficulty is brutal, just
like life itself.

The game is displayed in a “waist up” cinematic style, for a more personal experience. Gameplay features side-scrolling
exploration, puzzle solving, retro arcade-style boss battles, and plays in letterbox full screen HD.

Features

The most unique Female Protagonist to ever appear in a video game

Five unique levels each with their own play style

Retro difficulty
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No tutorials, no hand holding

Puzzle exploration

A story that will make you ask questions about "The Lady" and about yourself
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Title: The Lady
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Mikeypoo's Games, Roger Levy
Publisher:
MPR ART Hallucinations, Plug In Digital
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and up

Processor: 600mhz Pentium compatible CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 1.2 compatible video driver

Storage: 70 MB available space

Additional Notes: Widescreen HD display (720p or 1080p grade)

English
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I originally supported this game on Greenlight, becoming interested in the artstyle and vagueness of the game.

And it seems like it succeeded in catching my attention, atleast enough for me to buy.

Is it worth it?

No.

Anyway, it tries to be all mysterious and interesting, but it's a case of "doing it for the art" to the point that the game just isn't
enjoyable as a \/game\/.

The art looks good, and The Lady's design is re-used quite nicely. The game's vagueness makes it a bit of a crapshoot to figure
things out, and while it advertises that it doesn't hold your hand, it doesn't do it like Dark Souls or other survival horror games
that it compares itself to. It does it pretty bad.

I'll admit, it's nice to figure things out through trial and error, but... when you have to go through 4 rooms which unlock the boss,
then fight the boss for an unknown amount of time, possibly fail, and re-do the rooms prior to the boss, again, it takes the big
issue about survival horror games: Restarting all over again, which removes anything remotely interesting about the game as a
whole, and makes it a frustrating experience overall. Oh and compared to other survival horror games, you won't know whether
or not you'll be at full health or not, besides the vague "bleeding out from your arm stumps", which... doesn't really show
anything.

Cons:
- No way to gauge your health; You won't know whether or not the next hit will kill you. The "bleed" mechanic is pretty poorly
implemented.
- Difficulty is "brutal". About as hard as moving left and right.
- It's hard to know what is your hitbox and what isn't. At first your head is the only thing, next it's your whole body.
- The re-used assets become a big joke, especially during the final part of the game, where it becomes a Shoot 'Em Up.
- No checkpoints, which is apparently part of the whole "brutal old school feel". As mentioned above, it just makes the game
tedious and removes any immersion gained up until you've restarted more than twice.
- It has Steam trading cards, cause why not? (Seriously, does every single game need these things?)
- Game wants you to learn about yourself, apparently?
-  apparently the game is about depression. Which is probably the most hipster thing you can drop into an indie game. In no way,
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did I feel like it was about that at all... And I've had depression. I guess I'm not "indie" enough to feel that way. Oh and the
ending ends with the Lady getting her arm ripped off by a bird, which I guess is why she was depressed and the reason why the
whole game happened at all?

Pros:
- Unique artstyle.
- Has a nice surreal vague feel to it.
- The game wants you to learn everything through experimentation.
- It gives an amazing feel of dread... up until you have to go through it all over again.

So... overall, it's a pretty disappointing game. I didn't expect much, besides a unique surreal game, and it held that promise high
up and then dropped it after it stepped on its own hipster scarf. It could be a good game, but I doubt the creator will make any
updates or patches to make this game more favorable to play. So far, all updates for this game have been about his new
upcoming game.
The game could've been such a great surreal nightmare, but it's plagued by nightmarish game mechanics and things that even
traditional throwback games abandoned for the better.

Note: I ended up watching the last few levels of the game, as I got too fed up with dealing with the game.. One sentence: This
game is hard. Hard as f*ck. (Actually, two sentences).
I must say that it's weird to make a review of this kind of game because... the game's mechanics are really simple, making you
wonder if it is a game in itself.
This isn't an horror game per se, but it is a kind of horror game. It seems contradictory, but it's not. There is a lot of different
''horror'' games, and this is one of them.

Let me explain: It's not... scary... it's spooky/freaky. Let me explain: This game is rich in visual and emotions. It makes you feel
strange inside, and it breaks the fourth wall. The horror comes from your own emotions. The horror, is the weirdness that this
game try to make you feel, and it succeeds, in my own opinion. There are levels in which you think that it's never going to end,
or that you might never succeed. No matter how hard you try, you still feel helpless. The character is (You are) slow, the attacks
are slow, so the ''freaky'' factor comes from the way you move. You are nothing in a ''fast'' moving world.
The spooky factor comes from the atmosphere. The sounds are weird. The footsteps sounds are heavy, like if you had the
burden of the world on you. Multiple noises comes from everywhere. And you ask yourself: ''What's the point?'' ''where do I
go?'' ''What's the purpose of everything'' ''It seems so random''. This game is hard.
 And when you wanna quit the game, you have one sentence saying: ''I can't go on like this... I give up.....''.

It think that this game's about depression, and how life can be hard for some. I'll try to make a full deep review of this game on
youtube in French, and also in English and cover it from front to back. It deserve some praise because I think that this ''game'' is
more a work of ''Art'' than an ''entertainment''. (Don't get me wrong, Art is a large word, but in this case, it is used to express ''a
form of work that makes you feel diferrent emotions''). So I do recommend this experience, because it is a real ''charm' in it's
genre.

Some will find this game frustrating... and yes it is. The NEGATIVE thing I have to say about it is that, sometime, (and it seems
random) you have to start the game all over again. I am really disapointed in this, because I want to know more about it and my
skills are really low in the 3rd (or 4th... not sure) and i am unable to fully get the whole narrative.

One of my friend bought me this game, because he wanted me to play and analyse it. And I will do a full coverage on it for sure!
I am happy that some games are more than ''just a piece to entertain a mass''. The puzzles are weird, as they are not puzzles like
''Zelda'' or ''Myst'' or whatever other mainstream ''puzzle'' game (Don't get me wrong here, I appreciate mainstream games also).
Pricing is also good. There are piece of s**t selling for 20-35$, and this game is less than 5$ for one of those experiences..
Overinterpretation is a thing. This game boasts eerie artwork with a mysterious atmosphere. That is until you play it. And die.
And then play the same awfully slow part again.
This game's as eldritch to play as it looks. The controls are often unresponsive and there seems to be no indication to how many
hits you can take before you have to restart; at times the lady can tank several pieces of glass and other times she dies in one hit.
Some levels are solved by walking slowly, and then going slowly in the other direction.
The pacing is horrible, often the player is forced to dwell in one level for far too long while having figured out the solution long
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ago.
I really liked the premise of this as well as it's art and atmosphere. Sadly this is broken by the terrible game this is in. One can
maybe ignore the gameplay, or lack thereof, by interpreting the game as a whole, but I caution everyone who does so not to
overinterprete too much.. This game had me intrigued from the first moment.

"The Lady" is a 2D Surreal Puzzle Horror type game, which compelled me to take a look with that alone, but what attracted me
even more was the hand drawn art. When first taking a look at the trailer, the feel of it began to take form into something I
wanted to experience for myself.

The art is utterly gorgeous, and I seriously would not be able to praise it enough. I appreciate games with hand drawn art 10
times more than I normally would. It's got such a creepy and artistic look to it.

The basic outline of the game is defined and left up to personal interpritation within the slight border lines of what the designers
window out, panic attacks and anxiety. The theme and sensation of the game falls into place really nicely and the eereeily
abrasive soundtrack puts your mind in that 'panic' feeling, the rules of it break 'normal' and 'proper' game design in a good way
that supports the theme. Now, speaking as someone who suffers from severe panic and anxiety attacks, this is played out
perfectly.

With the general theme of the game being one that isn't touched upon very often, if at all, it was a great choice.
Where part of me immensely dislikes the 'no-save, no-continue' side of things, it is that awful during a panic attack, you are
unable to leave it or be dumped into the middle of one, you just always start from the beginning, so it's only realistic that the
theme and atmosphere of the game keeps that key element.

A couple of things I didn't like is the attitude and attempt to be ''Brutal, like the old days of gaming!'', as it completely ignores
two things, ''the old days'' that people remember so fondly, mostly consisted of teaching the player through the gameplay, even
within the first few moments, they used to do this.. And secondly, the older games weren't made about these touchy subjects,
they were made to be fun, some uplifting with good story and mostly to get as many quarters out of you as possible.

Now, in The Lady, there is a part of the game where you have to not go into the first ''doorway'' and wait around for the next.
Unless you up-front were told that sometimes the first doorway isn't the right one, even if it's the only one visible at the time,
without looking it up, it would be just about impossible unless by sheer fluke to have figured this out. That is not good gameplay
and this is by no means to be considered exploration.

Lastly, one thing I really did dislike was how it worked so hard and put so much effort into getting you into this creepy,
panicked theme to then have it's random 'space-invaders' like levels with completely out of place sound effects, break the
atmosphere that it spent so long carefully setting up. It also drops it's 'unforgiving' nature during these as when you die, you can
restart from that point up until you have no more lives.

In short, through an art perspective, it is amazing. As a game, the immense and deliberate mess makes it hard to progress in the
most punishing way possible, not a challenging way, or in a way that engages with the theme and that is never a good thing.

However, overall is was an enjoyable experience and had great room for interpretation which was set up nicely and it's also a
well displayed out way of what a panic disorder is really like. You and your mind is the worst enemy.

. looks sick and disturbing so i thought i would like it:) bu no. just a couple of fine artwork but no gameplay at all.. i do not
know what does it mean ,i think it is boring. As a casual player looking for a 'Different' experience this game is not for you.
Once you get past the shock factor of what I only saw to be art, You notice the gameplay itself is dull and boring. I couldn't get
past most of it, heading left and right is pretty much all this game does. With the exception of a 'nice' art style.
If you're looking for something unique, look elsewhere.. If you don't have a strong mind, please do NOT buy it!

Really goooooood art, but use it in a WRONG way. The whole game makes me feel sick and terrified, and angry, when it's
forced closed. This game should have called "Go left, then go right, and if you died, sorry, restart it over and over and over and
over again, and might cause forced close : )"
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The Lady, right art in a wrong way. If you think you live a happy life, then play this game, it will make you rethink of it. On the
other hand, if you live a sad life, then you extremely need to play this game, it will remind you the positive things in the reality,
especially when you died in the game and restart it from the very beginning : )
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It's an art game. And, like most art, I don't really get it.

There are some interesting things in here; the stark style looks fairly good; the music fits the game perfectly; but it doesn't make
a whole lot of sense, the gameplay is uninspired, to put it kindly, and it's a little too monotonous.. I expected more. The game
was short. Wish there were some voiceacting aswell, or choises, or anything.
The game is also to easy.
It feels like wierd for the sake of being wierd. Also the boss fights suck and were to easy.
Sorry if my english is bad, it's my second languish.. The Lady: A Strange Kind Of Love

The Lady is an interesting interactive art project and a game that explores several mental and emotional issues, told through the
eyes of the main protagonist, simply called the Lady. It is confusing, obtuse, aggravating, repulsive and bizarre experience that
solely uses metaphor to ask questions to the person who is playing this game. These questions are entirely subjective and free to
interpretation, but might include thoughts of depression, anxiety, sexual repression and identity, BIID and body dysmorphia and
more. The Lady is not a game for everyone as it asks some fairly uncomfortable questions.

Just as it contains muddled and confusing story, The Lady also has action segments and gameplay that also feels as equally as
muddled and confusing. It is imprecise and detracts somewhat from the entire experience since it's not that well implemented.
Even though there is no music in the game, it more than recompenses with atmospheric sound effects filled with terror and
shock, just as visuals do.

Would I recommend this game? Barely... Its price is low enough, but the biggest issue is that in effort to dissect very unpleasant
and relevant themes, it dares not plunge deeper into their core. Ideas in the game are explored superficially, thus The Lady
provides a short, restrained and sedated experience. Simply put, The Lady tries to tackle some very serious issues, but it does so
in an inelegant and dull way. Their creators are however onto something interesting, they just need to approach more bravely
and boldly when designing their next game.. Strange, confusing, and hard.. It's a cool and interesting game with a neat and fitting
soundtrack. There's some frustration and difficulty to it that adds to the tense and sometimes abrasive atmosphere to make for a
pleasantly unsettling, uncomfortable experience. Well worth a couple of hours of time as a silly and fun little thing to
experience.. https://youtu.be/hilM8fsNX_M

Maybe I just don't get the message in games like this however this does not change the fact that the gameplay itself seems
incredibly shallow. In fact so far it seems to consist of mostly walking left to right and waiting for a door to open.

Whlist the art is not bad, there is not enough variation for anything to stand out as memorable. And the noisecore track gets
pretty repetitive fast. And just to add to the aggrevation, the controls can also be somewhat laggy.

Honestly there are free flash games out there that deliver more gameplay so i find it very hard to recommend this one.
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